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          When we developed the course Statistical Machine Learning for engineering students at Uppsala University, we found no appropriate textbook, so we ended up writing our own. It was published by Cambridge University Press in 2022, and you can order printed books from them or through most bookstores.
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A PDF draft of the book is available here. Latest draft version of the book (older versions >>)


The PDF is now updated. It is similar (although not identical) to the printed book, with the same page and equation numbering etc.
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Some reviews


“An authoritative treatment of modern machine learning, covering a broad range of topics, for readers who want to use and understand machine learning.” Bernhard Schölkopf, Max Planck Institute for Intelligent Systems


“This book provides the perfect introduction to modern machine learning, with an ideal balance between mathematical depth and breadth. Its outstanding clarity and many illustrations make it a perfect tool for self-learning or as a textbook for an introductory machine learning class.” Francis Bach, Inria Ecole Normale Supérieure


“Lucid and engaging, this book is a brilliant companion to anyone with a numerate background who wants to know what really goes on under the hood in supervised learning. The core theory and rich illustrative examples enable practitioners navigate the jungle of modern machine learning.” Carl Edward Rasmussen, University of Cambridge


“This book provides an excellent introduction to machine learning for engineers and scientists. It covers the main techniques in this exciting area ranging from basic approaches, such as linear regression and principal component analysis, to modern deep learning and generative modelling techniques. The authors have managed to find the right balance between academic rigor, intuition and applications. Required reading for any newcomer interested in this field!” Arnaud Doucet, University of Oxford


“This book strikes a very good balance between accessibility and rigour. It will be a very good companion for the mathematically trained who want to understand the hows and whats of machine learning.” Ole Winther, University of Copenhagen and Technical University of Denmark
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Exercise material


Will eventually be added to this page. Meanwhile you may have a look at the material for our course at Uppsala University.


Report mistakes and give feedback

Please report any mistakes or feedback using the gitHub issue tracker (A free GitHub account is required)
We appreciate all help in improving the text!
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